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RAPID SPECTROMETER ANALYSIS 

Arthur B. Wicklund 

Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
University of California 

Berkeley, California 

July 1968 

ABSTRACT 

UCRL-18,317 

We have discovered a general solution of Maxwell's equations which 

describes the field of a spectrometer magnet with precision and accuracy. 

For example, starting with 70 000 field measurements rh~ge on an 18X 36x 8-

in. bending ITlagnet (AEC 67 522) we em-erged with a distillate ,<~f 200 param

eters which describes all components of the field everywhere at all currents 

with errors less than4X 10-
4 

of the central field values (typically 1 or 2 

gauss out of 15000); measured line integrals are reproduced within one part 

in 10
4

. 

To summarize the solution: we describe the field by cuts and poles 

near the real axis defined by the 'longitudinal path through the field. Particle 

orbits have a corresponding singularity structure. Inhomogeneities in the 

field are introduced as perturbations on the residue functions which depend 

on the orbit characteristics; by means of the residue theorem, one can take 

these inhomogeneities into account by simply adding up the perturbed residue 

functions. The essential matheITlatical simplification which we have achieved 

is this; instead of expanding field inhomogeneities as polynomials in the co

ordinates and integrating these along a path, we expand them in a series of 

increasingly higher-order poles and then, because of the residue theorem, 

• we need retain only the first term in this series. 

Finally we note that nature is happy with this solution; the accuracy 

-.I of any momentum analysis done with the spectrometer is limited only by un

certainties in the original field measurements. With ITlodifications the ideas 

presented here can be extended to larger, more cOITlplicated fields. Analysis 

capabilities are buttressed by the fact that with a typical spark chamber set-
2 

up, one can fit 0 rbits, compute X I S and measure momenta at the rate of 

16000 tracks per minute on the CDC 6600, using the techniques outlined below. 
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. I. GENERAL REMARKS 

A dipole ITlagnet, approxiITlated by two arbitrary Helmholz coils, 

has a return field at large distances which behaves~lik'e R-
3

o Our solution 

does not have ,this .feature; the field never changes sign and·falls off as R-4• 

Measurements show that the return field is undetedablein. our xnagnet, 

which differs from a simple· Helmholz pair by having iron' and by having up

swept coils. 

Dired calculation shows that, for a Helmholz· pair' with upswept coils, 

Bis z 

Bz(O,y,O)= [g/+;y~::hI/2 + :: [[g/+~~:>11/2] 
Symmetrized in y 

where Yo is the longitudinal dimension, g1:::: transverse dimension, and 

g2:::: [gl + (gap/2)2.] 1/2. In general, for arbitrary x, z the soluti0r{has 

the form 

2 

.l 
i=1 [ I ± . ).2+ 2] 1/2 \y YO' gi 

Symmetrized in 

where the.P are 'increasingly higher-order polynomials in x, z. 
n 

(I-a),. 

The first term is a branch-cut singularity in the co:r;nplex plane at 

y = ± yo± igi; the remaihing terms are multiple poles, which provide a nat

ural cutoff in the expansion in x, z, since for n sufficiently large, the pole 

term acts like a delta function affecting only the regions y= ±yO' The solu

tion which we obtain has: 

(1) £n(y -z1) singularity instead of (y - z 1) -1/2 

(2) A feal pole B3/ (y - z 3) 

(3) An imaginary pole iB2/(y-z2)' 
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Each term is expanded in a series like the one above, e. g. : 

Real { .£n(y- zl) X [I . P n 1(xv z)/(y - z1)n ] 

0 

00 

i/V - Z2 [I 2 / n ] + X P n (x, z) (y - Z2) 

0 

,00 

Pn
3

(X'Z)/(Y- Z3)n n· + 1/(y- Z3) X [I (I-b) 

0 

2 21/2 
Because there are no tern::rs in (y + G ) -+ R at infinity. the asymp-

totic dependence on R can only be 1/R2n. The necessity for three singular

ities instead of the two requi:ied above sterns from the asymptotic require

ment that B ..., 1/R4 (not 1/R
2
). as will be shown presently. 

z 
The branch cut gives rise to a step-like function (the phase of (y - z1) 

which turns on when we enter the magnet (y< YO) and turns off when we leave 

it. 

The poles correct the shape of the gradient at yo .and fix up the be

havior at infinity. 

Any:-reserriblancehetwe,en (X-a) and (1- b) must be between the branch

cut terms [We could add poles to {I-a} in order to smear out the singularities 

at yo and change the shape of the gradient]. " 

In (I-a) we have 

If we denote Y::!:(yo±ig)::: Rei<p±, . then these tern:-s are just B z = cos<p+-cos<P_ 

(see Fig. 1a). This is just a localized function which approaches a square 

well as g goes to zero. 

Solution (1- b) accomplishes the same effect by the phase alone rather 

than thec:-osine of the phase. Again y-(yO + ig) ::: Rei<P-; y'-(-yo +ig)::: Rei<P+. 

Then Bz:::<p+-<l>_ (Fig. 1b). 

V 
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Fig. 1-1. Plots of the field B as a function of (a) the cosine of 
the phase and (b) the phas~ alone. B z is given by the difference, 
of the top and bottom curves in each case. (c) shows the mean
ing of the phase angles. 
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The cos<p+-cos<l>_ function has a sharper edge than <1>+-<1>_.< However, both 

functions have a gradient at -y = ±yO' which is ahnost syrrunetricabout YO 

in the. limit g/yO« 1. arid to introduce any appreciable asymmetry in this 

gradient, extra singularities located at Yi# YO' are needed, but they must 

be added in such a way as to satisfy the asyrnptoticrequirement that 

B . ~ 1/R
n

where N~3. This limit is dictated by the fact that, for'a track 
z 

in the midplane, 

B 
'z 

B. 
z 

_~ x(y) must be finite in the particular cas~ that dx/dy(_oo) = o. 
cc 1/R2 , we have. [0. x(y) ...... £n(-oo), which violates our requirement. 

_00 

II. THE SOLUTION 

For 

No matter how intractable the field, we can describe B (x, y, 0) and 
z 

p.educe the behavior for Z =/= 0 from Maxwell's equations. For convenience, 

we do Taylor series in x and z, assuming that for real particles traveling 

through the field, x and Z·' will be bounded so that no insolubly divergent 

integrals can result. 

-+ ~ 

Let B~(x, y, 0) = tl;(x, y) =: tl; [i, QI(x)] , ,where the QI ex} are parameters 

giving the positions and residues of the singularities in the complex y plane. 

Then if Bi =: d/dxi <I>(.X;,y,z),: we-get 

'. 3 2 5 < 4 
~(x, y,z) = ztl;(x. y) + z tl; (xv y) + z tl; (x, y) ... 

2 
Applying \l <I> = 0 . we deduce 

3/ . 2 2 5/" 2 2] 2 < <I>(x,y,z)= ztl;<~z f:[dx +dyJtl;+z. 120[dx +dy- .'tl;+ ..•. 

Simila r 1 y we expand 

~(x, y)~ tl;(y, 0) + d/dQli ~(y, 0) dQli/dx 
. .0 + .2 2+ .4 4 .6 6 Qll = Qll Qll X Qll X Qll X •• 0 • 

Note that the general structure of the solution, if ~ or dtl;/ dy is proportional 
< [( ~2+ 2]':"1 fl' . . 1 to y-yo' g. rompoesatYO±lg,lsslmpy 
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(II- d) 

Here T2n is a polynomial of order (2n + 2:m) In x, y. where· 'm is the degree 

of the polynomial at z = O. Roughly, this says that higher-order inhomo

geneities become increasingly localized at the pole positions (e. g .• at the 

physical edge of the magnet, where the gradient in yis largest.) 

Specifically. our solution for ljJ {y [a(x)]} is 

/ 
I 

Equivalently we have 

ljJ(y. a(O») 

+ Bl [1 1 1 Y~l* ] T -1;- + --,,-
y+1;2 

-
1 y- -.-

2 y;...1; 2 

B [ - Y-~3*] + -2.. _1_ + _1 _ _ 1_ 
2 * y+1; y-I; 3 

, 
y+1; 3 3 

where 1;. = y. + ig .. 
III 

We incorporate the x and z dependence as described above. fitting 

each parameter to a power series in x and applying, Maxwelll s equations. 

For any given pole we get an expansion 
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tjJ(pole) (II-f) 

o 0 
Denoting B. (x) = B. (x) - B.. and W. (x) = Ii,". (x) -.~ .(O)"where B. are the con-

I 11 1 1 1 1 

stants for x= z = 0 used in{t~e) above, we get: 

and 

T i 0 ~ B
i
O + [ B;Cx) -~ z21 6 B;!2) (x) + z 4/120 B;4!X) ... J 

T/ ~ [~zz 16 Bi (x) + 2z 4/120 Bi (Z)(X)] 

Ti
4 

= [,,4/ 120 Bi(i<)J 

T.1::-:= B. O X [W.(X) _ z2/6W.(2)(x) + z4/ 120 w.(4)(X)"'J 
Ii 1 1 1 . 1 

T . 3 = B . 0 . [ 2/6 . ( , 4/ ' (2) () ] i 1 X . ..;. Z .' Wi x} + 2 z . 12 0 Wi . x'" 

T.
5 = B.

O 
X [~4/120W.(X) J., 

1 1 . 1 

Note that in expansion (LI-f) the £n(y""!b 1) terrns have 

(Y ~C1) - ·in 0-CI) 

(II- g) 

E., xpansion (II-±). gives B .• B from. the polynom.ial (II-g) easily; B is just x z y 

The asyrn.ptotic behavioris given by 

B z - [B t y 1g 1 + BZgZ• B3Y3 ] Il+K/y4. 
(y-ao ) 

$fnce B
z 

m.ust fall off faster than y":,2. we get an im.portant constraint on B3: 

(II-h) 

,., 
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which must hold for all x. Then correct asymptotic behavior in y is as,. 

sured for all x, z. 

If the field is not symmetric in y. then the pole positions and residues 

can be varied at each physical end .. Asymmetries in x and z are created by 

~' introducing a linear x term in a. (x) and corresponding terms in z2 and z 
4 

1 

in cp (:x:. y. z). 

If either dimension :x _~or ';z ois :exp'ecte_d-td ;.be ~large' fo!::real 

trajector~es, so that a polynomial is undesirable. we can fit a.{x} or a.{z} to 
1 1 

more tractable functions (e. g .• the same functions as were used for the y 

dependence- - examine the complex x-plane for example) and do the Taylor 

series in only one variable. 

In what follows we denote the B
i

, B
2

, and B3, terms in CU-f) by Lj;i' 

Lj;2' Lj;3 (x, y, x). Figur~s II-i. crnd ' II- 2 show the accuracy of the fit to E~s. 

(II- e) and (II-f). Figure II- 5 shows the current dependence of the param

eters B
i

;'B
2

:ana B 3. 

III. TRAJECTORIES 

The equations of motion for a particle in a magnetic field can be ex

pres sed as 

and 

p~ (dxJ = 
dy ,d's) 

dz 
Bz(x, y.,z) - dy By(x, y. z} 

P;y (~:) ~ ~; !'y(x, y, z) - Bx(x, y, xl, (III-a) 

wherE~ ds = (dx
2 + _dy2 + dz 2 ) 1/2. and p is meqsured in arbitrary units. 

Conventionally {e. g., in most bubble chamber calculations} starting 

with the equations of motion, 

one derives 

, Pd Lj;/ ds 

PdA/ds 

P d~ (d:$ ~ Eijk ~2 Bk(x, ¥, z), 

sinA . 
- Bz- -~'I-' (cos Lj; By + slllLj;Bx} 

cos'I'( 
- sinLj; By-cos Lj; Bx 
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250--------------~----~--~ 

100 

- O. I o o . I 

XBL688-3812 

Fig. II-1. Histogram of the differences [B z fitted to Eq. (II-e) minus 
measured Bz ] for all currents with x = 0, z = o. These differences 
are expressed in units of Bz(O, 0, 0) X 10-4 . 

,. 
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Fig. II-2. Histogram. of the differences [Bz fitted to Eq. II-e m.inus 
m.easured B z ] in units of Bz(O, 0,0) X 10-4 . These data are for 
all I x I ~ 7 inches at 1100 A. (a), (b), and (c) show z = 0, 1, and 
2 in. respectively. The quality of the fit is as good at all other 
currents. 
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Z=2 

Z= 2 

Z = 1 

-10 -6 -2 2 6 10 
X coordinate (in.) 

Z=1 

Z=o 

XBL688-3699 

Fig. II-3. Plots of th~ quantity :100X (Ti 
0 

(x, z) - Bi)/Bi versus x for 
z = 0,:1, and 2 in. (a), (b), and (c) are for i = 1,2, and 3 respec
tively. For clarity the origins are displaced upwards 5 units 
for z = :1 and :10 units for z = 2; this also establishes the ordinate 
scale. The other parameters Yi and gi have similar spatial vari
ations. The data are taken at 900 A. 

,. 
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o 20 40 60 80 100 

Y coordinate (in.) 

XBL688-3706 

Fig. II-4. Field in kilogauss versus y axis showing the contributions 
of each term ~1' ~2' and ~3 and also the derivative d~1/dy. The 
data are taken at 900 A. 
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6.0 

( a ) 

4.5 

3.0 

1.5 

0~-4--~--+--4--~--+---~-+---r~ 

2 1.0 (b) 
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13.0 
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620 840 1060 1280 1500 

Current (A) 

XBL688-3701 

Fig. II-5. Plot of the parameters B1(a), BZ(b), and B3(C) expressed 
respectively in kilogauss, kilogauss-inches, and kilogauss-inches. 
The abscissa gives the current in amperes. The remaining param
eters Yi and gi vary less than 15% over the full range of currents. 
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where 

dx/ds = s intP cos A. 

dy/ds = co stjJ co s A. 

dz/ds . - sinA.o 

The advantage of the formulation in (III-a) is that we do not need to 

know the path length precisely, although this could in principle be calculated 

from our analytic expression for the fieldo Also, from the point of view of.a 

spark- chamber experiment, dx/ ds, dy/ ds, and dz/ ds are the directly mea-

surable quantities, and p is dete rmined by 

p~ [s 
00 

By~) dy ] / Too dx/ ds. 
-+ S dz (III- b) B~ (x) dy + dy 

.,,00 =00 

To obtain, P accurately, we need to know 

S B,,(O,y,O)dy +5 [B;<X,.Y,Z)+ ABY(X,y'Z)_Bz(O,y,O)], dyo 

_00=00· ( 
. . \ 

The latter term is typically less than 10/0 of the first term (more 

nearly 002 to 0.40/0) 0 

The sequence of calculations required is: 
00 

i.,Obtain P= S Bz(OgygO)dY/[ dx/ds. 
_00 ,."~ 

Now 1/P=(1- <sp/Po}/Pot(P = Po + l~p), where <sp/P
O 

is less than 

0.01, and:we want to get <SPo 

2. For any track the same calculation gives us x(y), z{y) to an 
" 

accuracy of at least 002 ino inside the magnet, and from this we can generate 

the correction integral due to inhomogeneity to an accuracy oJ.' ':.Q40/0 of the 

• leading termo 
00 

It is relevant to point out at this stage that we do not know J B (0, y. O)dy 
_00 z 

'.) to better than 0.2% because of uncertainties in the current, but this only re-

sults in an overall shift of the spectrum in P (a constant correction <sp/P
O 

rather than a random error which affects resolution}o The inhomogeneity cor

rection can be calculated with confidence; it is the principle factor in deter

mining the resolutiono 
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3. We use the correction integral to correct the original trajec

tories so that at large y,X(y) """ Ay + B is known to an accuracy 0.0910 X y. 

We solve 

Z ( ) L dx d dx . 0 
dyZ """ dy ds """. Wi (y, 0, a i )/P. 

1 

The left side is too large by ,.., 0.80/0, since COSlfJ """ 1=lfJZ/Z """ 0.99Z for a 15 deg 

bend. The right side is too large by the correction for inhoITlOgeneity or 

about 0.50/0 to -0.50/0 (for largez). 

.0Z% for dz/dy < O.OZ. 

The correction for the B term is only 
y 

Thus the major errors tend to cancel. and for given XO' dX/dyO' Po 

we can calculate a trajectory good to. ,.., 10/0, which is perfectly adequate to cal~ 

culate the correction integral due to x, z dependen~e. 

x(y) = Xo + ~O(Y-Yo) +[i Mi (y)] Ip 0 

dx/dy(y) = ~o + Ci dM/dY);P00 . 

1 

(IlI- c) 

Fip.ally, dZx/ dyZ (y) = (~dZM.! dyZ)/PO= ~ w. (y, 0, aO)/PO' The. M. I S are 
1 1 11 Z Z 1 ° 

specified by lim M.(y) = 0, lim dM./dy = 0, and d /dy M.(y) = lfJ.(y, O,a, ). 
y-_ 00 1 .y-_-c~ 1 1 1 1 

The solution is 

M1 (y) = - B /Z {yg l £n (Rt!R1
c
)\ "/ [(y+y /-g 1Z) + "1- [(y-y i)-6y tgt} 

MZ(Y) = - BZ {"z +(y+yZ) ~ ~z -(y-yZ) - ZgJ 

{/ . +/ -Z - + } M3(Y) = B3 Y Z tn(R3 R 3 ).- g3(a3 +0:'3 )- ZY3 

/ 
n + -/ + - Z / n + -/ + - Z MO(y) = - B 1y 191 Z Xln(R 1 R1 R3 R 3 ) = BZg Z Z Xln (RZ R Z R2 R 2 ) , 

whe re: (III~ d) 

R. ±Z ( Z 2 / Z± = y±y.) + g. , d dy R, = Z(y±y.L 
1 1 1 1 1 

/ 
± / Z Z d dya. =: + g. [g. + (y±y.) ]. 

1 1 1 1 

.' 
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We see that R. and £1'. together constitute the magnitude and phase of 
1 1 

the distances from the four poles in tP.:; we have adopted the convention that 
1 _'_ 

the phase of (y - zi) is (-L"the phase of (y - zi"'), with the r'esult: 

± ± 
£1'. (y) - 0 ; £1'.(y) - + 1T. 

1 1 

- + 
Note that tP 1 = -B 1 X (£1'1 + £1'1' ). 

In Eq. (III-d) the term _ MO(y,) is a combination of terms from' M
1

, 

M Z' and M 3 , each of which diverges separately as ,en Yo VJ:hen YO gbes to -00., 

Bec<;l.use of the asymptotic condition (II-h), the combination does not diverge. 

Finp.lly, _ we have: 

dM/ dy = -B 1 {g/z in (R/ /R1-)Z + (y+y 1)" /(y-y 1)" 1-} 

dMzldY = B Z t"z --"Z +} 
dM3/dy= B3/Z Pm (R

3
+/R

3
-)Z. . (III-e) 

. 1;' 
We have included in each Mi appropriate contributions from dM

O
!/ dy; this is 

possible because dM./ dy approaches y -1 as y goes to infinity, and so the 
1 

choice of initial coordinate is irrelevant to any dM./dy. 
1 

Asymptotically, it is true that 

- Also. as required: 

Um 

lim 
y-oo 

dM/dy = 21TB 1Y1 

dMz/ dy = 21T B
Z 

dM3/dy = 0 

[Ydx/ds (y) = 21T (B
1

y 1 + B
2
)/F. 

-y 

the limits- onM. (y) are 
it; 

lim M.(y) = 0; 
1 

lim Mi (y) =:y(lirn dM/ dy) 

roo -:.y-oo (III-f) 

We will derive (III-f) directly in Section IV by calculus of residues. 

Se e Fig. III- 1. 
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40 

( a ) 

30 

- 20 . 
c 

-
X 10 

o 

Fig. III-1. (a) Plot of the trajectory x(y) and the contributions of the 
functions. Mifp. (b) Plot of the slope dxl ds and the contributions 
of the functions (d Mil dy)/p. Initial conditions are chosen to make 
x(y) symmetric in y. 

~ 
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There are two corrections to the M functions which we now take into 

account: 

(:1) the correction due tods/dy =I 1 

(2) the correction due to B(x,y,.z)-·B(O,y,O) =10. 
We treat these as sm.all perturbations' and start with (i), assum.ing no x-z 

inhom.ogeneity. 
, , 

Then (III-c) above m.ust be revised to read: 

X(y) 

dx 
ds 

~ Xo + ;0(5-50) + [i [Mi (Y) + oMi (y)J/p 1 
3 1 

= So + (dy/ds) [I fy (Mi+ 4 Mi)/P 1 
1 

d2x 2 
d = ,;d y M1./P, 
yds 

where ('OM. is a correction to the' M function. 

. '(III- g) 

. 1 ' 

Since dy/ ds = 1- (dx/ ds)2 /2 to sufficient accuracy, and sinc~ the 

second of Eqs. (III-c) is exact, we require 

where 

and 

PrQof." 

To this order of accuracy [no term.s i~ (dx/ ds) 4], we find 

, (~ . / ':\2 
(dx/ d~)2 = ~O + :(1~ d Y; 

3 

M(y) = I '. Mi (y). 

i= 1 

. . 

(III-h) 

(III- i) 

,j Equation (III- h) im.plie s 

_ (dx/ ds)2 /2 dM/ dy+ d/ dy oM = O. 

Equation (Ill-i) gives 

d/dyaM = (dx/ds)2/2 dM/dy + Mdx/ds d/dy(dx/ds) 

- SO MM"/P ,- MMIMiI/p
2

, 
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or 

{MdX/dS d/dy(dx/ds) = M(i;O+ M'/P) M"/P}. 

So the result is established. Thus we can write: 

X(y) = XO+ SO($=SO) + M(y)/P[(1+dx/ds
Z

)/Z]+ oM/P 

= - rY 
dy{ s MMIJ/P +MMI/p2) 

.100 0 

dx/ ds{y} 

d 2x/ dyds = M' '/p = B (0, y, 0). 
z 

Note that the integral for oMti; strongly convergent (Mil -+y"'4, M -+ y. 

MI -- constant as y -+ 00. 
In addition, it is neces sary to calculate s (y) = So + ~: ds/ dy dy. 

By analogy with the technique used above ,to get the path integral of 

M', write 

sty) = y [ (1 + :2 )/2 ] + os(y). 

Then 

See Fig. III-4. Combining SOos(y) + oM(y) in (III-g) above, we have 

X( y) = Xo +i;O¥ + r p -1 {M(H ~:z,/ 2 + oC>M( y)} 

00 
6.M(y) = -100 (soy+M/P))(sO+ Mi/P}MiI/P dy 

00 2 
= r (x-x

o
) ~x d ~ dy. 

100 y dy 

We have done the integrals over [ .. 00, 00] to get the total correction 

due to curvature to the quantity X(y'-OO) -X(y-+ _00); for :large y, the inte-

d . . 1 -3 gran IS proportlona to y • 
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80 

60 ->--
40 

20 

O~-d~~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~~ 
o 20 40 60 80 100 

Y coordinate (in.) 

X Bl6 88-3705 

Fig.' III-4. Plot of s(y) versus y for a syrmnetric trackhaving an 
initial slope of 7.5 deg, together with (s-y)X 100. s(y) is ob.
tained from the computation outlined in the text. 
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The correction is zero for a syIYlIYletric track, since the integrand 

is then an odd function of y. 

In general, we can write: 

B dy, 
z 

where Os denotes the deviation of So froIYl So fC!>ra sYIYlIYletric track of IYlO

IYlentuIYl PO. 'The' rcesuIt'~ rs::~ 

b.M(y) = 6S/P 0
21: Mil ffy (yM) dy 

= - 1/2 (SO + Sf)/P 0 X (Xl Mil dd {yM}dy. J_oo y 
(III- j) 

-3 
The correction is typically 10 in. and can be easily cOIYlputed for a 

given event, since the integral is only a single constant COIYlIYlon to all tracks. 

The second correction to the M functions is due to the correction for 

inhoIYlogeneity in B. Here we only have to consider the aSyIYlptotic effect of 
z 

the correction, and insert it in such a way that 

where 6Mh is due to field inhoIYlogeneity in x and z. Then, denoting, 

we require: 

B (x, y, z) - A B (x, y, z) -B(O, y, 0) dy, z . y 

liIYl 
y-:--oo 

d 
ds o~(y) = 6r 

liIYl d/ ds 6M
h 

= o. 
~oo ~ 

Correspondingly: 

liIYl 6M
h 

(y) = O. 
y-_oo 
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We.will show that the field inno.g:tOgeneitie,$ ~acit:1ike:i.:xi.e:sidJ.les .ofJpoles at 

::t:Yi + igi Y 3' Therefore we can turn on inhOITlOgeneities at ±~i of ITlagnitude 

TTTi [x, z(Y
i
)] by ITleansofthe,functions 

2 
" sYS:'"y 'g. dy'dyll 

rl-.(y.,y) =...!.",' '1 ''''''(y_y.) 
't' 1 1T' " 2· 21 

~-oq ,[gi + (y-Yi) 

± 
These functions are t4e ,saITle as + (y - y.) 0:'. ': (y) defined above. Then: 

1 1 

oMh(y) ""'~. [q,(-y., y) T.(-y.) +' i>(y.,y) T.(y.)], b 1 11 111 
i~1 . 

where, as we explain in IV 

3 

01 = 1T I 
1 

T.(-y.) + T.(y.) 
1 1 1 1 

liITl Y -+00 o~ = Y 01 as required. 

There are other ways of inserting the inhoITlogeneities; for exaITlple: 
( 

6M
h 

= M (y) . 01/1. 

For truly aSyITlptotic regions (y- y,jg.» 1 for all i) it does not ITlatter what 
1 1 

~orITl we choose, to the accurac\r in x(y) desired. See Fig. lII-2. 

To SUITlITla riz e :'" 

X(YL=Xp~O(S- sO) +~y) {Ii +(~:r /2}+~ (~"." ~~) 
+ pi f <P(-y.'~ y) T.(-y.) + <P.(y., y) T.(y.). 'l 1 1 1 11 11 

1 

Where T. (y.) are given in (V-d). 
1 1 

'-.J.: 

Z TRAJEC TORIES 

i 
" 

(III-k) 

To get the inhoITlogeneity integral, we have to know z{y) to C\-bout 

0.25 in. in the region y = ±20 in .• as well as x(y). To do tris we solve 
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40 ( a ) 
~ 

20 c v 
b 

~X 0 
0 

d 
e 

-20 

-40 

4 0 ( b) 

20 c' 
b' 

~X 0 
0' 

d' 

-20 

-40 

-200 -120 -40 40 120 200 

Y coordinate (in.) 

XBL6BB- 370B 

Fig. UI .. 2. Trajectory correction caused by inhoITlogeneities in units 
of 10- 2 in. In (a) the trajectory is defined by Xo =-2, z = +2.5; in ( ..... 
(b) xO= +2, z = 2.5. The ITlOITlentUITl and initial conditions are chosen 
to ITlake the track syITlITletric with a 15-deg bend. The curves re
present respectively: 

a, at = ~ Ti (±Yi) <I> (±Yi) 
b, b t = M(y) X 01/10 3 
c = (a-b) X 1000; c t = (at-bt)X 10 
d, d t = ~Ti(+Yi)<I> (+Yi) 
e, e t = ~ Ti(-Yi) <I> (-Vi). 



.. 

; 
'.~' 

Then 

, where 

and 

liITl M (y) = 0 
Z 

r' 

y.-oo'M ,(y) = 0 
Z 

-23-
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x
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We do not have to solve this analytically, although it is possible to do so with 

reasonable accuracy. 

Since Band Bare sITlall perturbations on the orbit, we treat theITl 
x y 

rxactly like the inhoITlogeneities which affect the orbit in the xy plane. Thus, 

~o an adequate approxiITlation, z::;: 'ZiO+AJ)(S - sO) for y < 0 and even to y < +20 in. 

By acts to converge rays froITl a distant source, while Bx diverg;s these 

rays 'ifor trajectories which enter at Xo = 0 and dx/ds (_00) < 0), (the net ef

fect being a slight convergence of rays for large zO'. 

Typically, for a ray with Zo =2.5., AO =.0.02, we get A(+oo) = 0.016, 

with sYITlITletric 15-deg bending trajectories. Thus we write 

00 

S~oo 
and 

00 

Both Band B are nearly linear inz. The B integral is trivial, as will 
x y y 

be shown in general, using the ITlethod of residues: 

(III-I) 

T can be cOITlputed along with the inhoITlogeneity terITlS in B (see x z 
Section V below), provided Zo and AO are'known. Unfortunately Tx ITlust 

be calculated first' to give a fit to deterITline zo' AO' Because of the strong 

linearity in z, it turns out that 
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(IlI- m) 

We then parameterize z(y) as 

z(y) = Zo + AO(s-sO) + i {~(-y l' y)[T (-y 1)+'·Tj2] 
I y 

+ 'q, (y ~ y)[Ty(Y 1) + TjZl }, (III-n) 

where 

Thus (III-I);) gives correctly the asymptotic dip angles dz/ dy and reproduces 

z(y) at large dis'tances. To facilitate track analysis, it is useful to note that 

z (y) can be written 

z(y) = B(y) Zo + C(y) AO' 

1£ B(yi ), C(Yi) are measured at a set of fixed points (Yi is the fixed 

position of a spark chamber). then Zo and AO can be fitted by least-squares 

analysis, and z(y) can then be determined at any other fixed set of points 

(for example, at the locations of the poles in the field). See Fig. llI-3. 

From an initial fit to x(y) and dx/ds(y) we can determine .P
O

' X
O

' 

dx/ ds (±y 1) (y 1 is the pole in ~ 1 with residue B 1)' Then we have 

1 { B(Yi) = 1 + P O- ~ (-y l' Yi)[B 1 S (-y 1) + Tj2] 

+ g>(Yt,Vi)[-Bt(;(y t ) + TjZl} 

C(Yi) = Yi -Po-t [<p(-Yt,Y;> Btyt(;(-y t ) 

+ <P(Yt:Yi) BtY t (;(Y t )] 

and 

z(y) is then easily analyzed, since we can express Band C as 

and 

Q 
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( a) 

6.4 

. 
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-
N 3.2 
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O~~~--~-L~~~~--~~~ 
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Y coordinate 

8 ( b) 

4 • 
.' 0 .' . 
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~ /i' Q) 0 
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6.A 

Fig. 1II-3. (a) Variation of z (y) -
XBL688-3709 

Fig. III-3. (a) Variation of z{y) - Zo for a symmetric track with 
Zo = 2.5. AO = O. xo = O. The "approximate curve" is given by 
Eq. (III-n); the "numerical curve" is obtained from numerical 
integration of the differential equation. The ordinate is in tenths 
of an inch and the curves have been arbitrarily separated for 
clarity. (b) Net change in the dip angle in milliradians as 
computed by numerical integration of the differential equations 
(ordinate) versus the approximate integral given by (III-i) plus 
(III-m). The tracks were generated by Monte Carlo simulation 
of random initial conditions. 
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The a. m , B. m are constants associated with the spark chamber locations y . 
11m 

IV. CALCULATION OF STRAIGHT-LINE INTEGRALS 

We want fOO w.(x,y,z)dy. with X, Z fixed. Referring to (II-f), the 
_00 1 

only term that contributes to the integral from a given pole in 'Ii. is 
1 

We can close the contour either in the upper or lower half plane. For con

venience, later we will do both and take half the sum, 1. e .• 

S~2dY~~ [~+~] 
and 

S~3dy"+ [~+ ~]. 
Trivially, we have 

To do ~1 terms, we use integration by parts and get 

The first term on the RHS does not cont.ribute, because the term due to the 

pole at z;, 1 cancels with the term from the pole at -t;, ;~, and we are left with 

00 y 1 S ~1 dy = 11 I . B 1(y) dy = 2TT Y 1 B
1

(x, z). 
_00 .•. y 

. 1 
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These results agree precisely with the values of dMi/dy obtained in III by 

~irectlyintegrating the trajectories. 

'Empirically, referring to the Apollo magnet we find that 

This empirical relation holds for all currents, so the correction factor 0.003 

is just the integral of the fringe.; Measu~ed deviations"in the line integr,als 

from the centrCj.1 line integrals are reproduced within 1/10000 (central value) 

qy:the X-Z':'dependent B.IS. 
1 

V. CALCULATIONS 'EOR ARBITRARY TRAJECTORIES 

When x(y), z(y) are not cqnstant, two major difficulties arise which 
, ' 

have to be accounted for satisfactorily. 

10 Higher-order poles a y .n(1/y-t;iJ need to be included, since the res
,:;1 

idue functions are now not independent of Yo If we write (II-f) as 

"'ilt;) = I at 0/ y-I;) Tn fx(y): ~(y)] 
n ==0 L, 

then 

S "'i (I;) = S dy· (y:l;) L {n\ a t Tn [x (e). z(1;)]} . 
n 

(V -a) 

Note that the terms TO, T2, and T4 in (II- g) are associated with Bi{x), while 

T
1

, T
3

, and TS are associated with I;, (x). 

a n Tn 
I;, 

has a term 

a n+2 
t; 

T n +2 
has a term 

They have the property that, if 
I 

z2ma 2m B(x), then 
x 

z2ma 1;,2m-2 B{x). Now 

at. B ~ a xB 0 d~/dy, so the higher-order corrections give rise to T
n +2

/T
n 

:::;:, (dx/dy)2, which is typically 0.01, while the initial correction terms them

selves, TO and iT 1, are onlh 1 to 2% to begin ~itho Thus we consider only 

TO and T 1 in a reasonable analysis. 
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2. The residue f~nctions are analytic only in a liITlited dOITlain of the 

x-y plane and blow up for large x and z; aSYITlptotically xisproportiona) 

to y{dx/ dy). and so all the integrals, in principle, diverge. The source of 

this difficulty is that, for large x we need to join the polynoITlial in x am: z 
-n -n 

with an analytic function that falls off with large x, z as X ,Z ,for n> 2../ 

The residue functions ITlust have distant cuts and singularities in order 

to fall off at large x, z. These cannot be deterITlined. FurtherITlore, we do 

not know how to ITlake the analytic continuation of B[x(y)] into the cOITlplex y 

plane where the poles are located. In principle this is a serious difficulty, 

since the trajectory x(y) itself has singularities Cl-t the poles of Wi in the y 

plane. It turns out froITl an inspection of the residue functions that these are 

all singularitie s of the type (y'-!;) £n (y-t;n or (y-!;) 2 ..en (y_~;)" which vanish at 

the poles!; and produce no ITlatheITlatical catastrophes. 

To avoid the divergence difficulty, we iITlpose a cutoff y in the inte-
c 

gral ~:[l\J(x,y,z) '-l\J(O,y,O)] dy, and for y>yc we aSSUITle l\J(x,y,zj'('"'K(RdR)4 

as discussed in :Jection IV.' Since the field is accurately deterITlined only to 

X""" 7 in., we place a cutoff at y """ 40 in. Weqlso test that this choice does 

not: have any systeITlatic effect on the answer by varying y for a randOITl 
c 

bundle of rays. (See Fig. V~ 1). The paraITleters start to change rapidly be-

yond x = 6.5 in., and the role of the cutoff is to obtain a· reasonable arLswer 

for x>6.5,where y>y. 
c 

The correction integral can be written 

! 2 2 4 
where S(yp - d'\l R '-y /dy, and KyO = 

The last terITl is just 
, 4 

2 KyO 
3,--3 

Yc 

2[B 1 g1
3 

Y 1 +B2 g 2 (gz2 + YZ2)t B 3y 3 (g3
2 

+Y22)] . 

(V-b) 

which is expressed in terITlS of the aSYITlptotic slopes and is typically 

3X:iO",4 XI • 

° 



," 
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The integral of 5ljJ. is the x- dependent part of each pole contribution, 
1 

naITlely TO and T1 above with no constant terITlS in the residues. 

1£ we use calculus of residues and ignore the effect of the cutoffs, we 

find two types of integrals: 

(a) (b) 

c=v' 
1 

B 

S y-~ 1 S Bb Bb~< 
(b) - -,'-' + -"-,,_ Z y-3 .. -,' " y-3 

(a) 

B >:<, 

~ 
"" .... ' ... 

y-3'" 2i 

We aSSUITle the residues f3(x,~) are re~l analytic in the Y plane. 

This assuITlption is reasonable if f3 is analytic in Y near the real axis. At 

y- yo = ig, we see that, IITlf3 c>< (8 f3/8y)g. The series is expected to:fconverge 

rapidly because 

.£JL - ..£J?. s + .£JL ~. 
8y - 8x 8z (s = dx/ ds) 

Thus~tapole (y-YO=ig), 

Re f3 - f3
0 

+ sZ f30tl/Z + ... 

IITlf3 - gS (I~ I +gZ sZ/6f3 III + "'). o ~O 0 

We ignore derivatives in z which depend on ~, since ~/S "'" 0.1; the Taylor 

feries is, in any case, perfectly well deterITlined for any finite polynoITlial 

in x, z. Higher-order terITlsin S are negligible, like higher-order poles. 

For the integrals we get: 

(a) I = + 'IT Re f3( t; 0) 

(b) I = - 'IT Irnf3 (~'O) 

Note that the infinity seITlicircles contribute but cancel. 

(V - c) 
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In the Taylor series w~ ignored d/dy(dx/ds) terITls; it can be shown 

that these terITlS are reduced by a factor of the order x/Yo froITl the ,tenns 

we have eITlployedo 

Having expanded all residues in a Taylor series up to order{y + Yi)2 

about the poles at ± y", we note that for certain paraITleters, the first or 
1 

even the second derivatives are needed to give nonvanishing contributionso 

Thus Y2 and g3 need 813/8 Yi because they have doubl~ poles at ±Yi; B3 

needs 813/8 Y3 because the BO terITl does not contribute tb Im{f3}o ParaITl

eters g2 and y 3 need 8213/8 ";' because they have a double pole with iITlaginary 

residueo TerITls like B
i

', y l' B2 with single poles and real residues need 

only the f3 0 (Yi) terITlo 

To take into account the cutoff, we have to subtract contributions to 

each integral froITl y> Y , which turns out to be equivalent to replacing 1Tin 
c 

the residue theoreITl by: 

-1 
2 tan U for zeroth order terITlS 

c 

1T- 2{tan-
1
U) U for first derivatives 

2 ~.an -1; _ [~ (U 2+2)] /[2 (U 2+ in} fox' second derivatives, L c c c ' ·c 

where U =: l"(y' - y"}/g.] 0 

c C' l' 1 

These factors represent respectively: 

U 

(1) S c 
,~U 

c 

U 

(2) iu
e 

c 

1 

1+U
2 

U
2 

l' .2-. ~. u 

dU 

dU 

: 8 
+U-. au (~1 \] dU 

1 +U2) 0 

We can regard the ITlatheITlaHcs in several ways: 

L; We are integrating the field over a finite range~where the power 

series in x and z and the first order e,xpansion in the paraITleters theITl

selves (eo go I-d is justifiedo 
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Z,' We can replace the (exact but liITlited) polynoITlials in x by an ap
Z 

proxiITlate Taylor series in y, By liITliting the expansion to order y we 

can ITlake' the integrals converge, and hence use the residue theoreITl . 

Thus, froITl the aSyITlptotic condition {I- h), we have 

The first terITl cancels for large y, provided the Taylor expansion is ITlade 

a bout the saITle point YO fo r all pole s, 

Even though the integrals converge. they are still not quite right, 

since we want the aSYITlptotic behavior to be 1/R4. Thus we ITlust subtract 

the contribution beyond a certain cutoff y , and replace this part of the in. c 

tegral by J {IR4. 

All procedures are essentially equivalent, in that SOITle cutoff in y is 

needed to produce satisfactory aSYITlptotic behavior. By treating each terITl 

individually and using the functions of U to replace 1T as described above, 
c 

we reproduce exactly the integral of each set of poles out to the cutoff. On 
/ 

~he other hand, if we just integrate the Taylor expansion (Jsing 'iT X~ res-

idues) we get a reasonably close answer for the total integral, but the indi

yidual pole terITlS COITleout wildly wrong; the individual terITlS have relatively 

!iifferent contributions froITl the aSyITlptotic region, which affect the individ

ual integrals but which tend to cancel when all poles are added together. 

We now sUIT1IT1arize the terITlS needed in a table. 

Write~ 

T. B (x,z}==c5B.O(x) _ (z2/6) B.(2)(x)+ (z 4 /120)B.(4)(x) 
1 1 '1 1 

T/(x,z) == BiO [c5Yi {x} - (z
2/6) Yi(2)(x) + (z4/120 )Yi(4) (x)] 

T. g(x. z} -. Eo ° [' c5g. {x} _ (z2 /6 ) g. (2) (x) + (z 4/120 ) g. (4) (x}j 
1 1. 1 1 1. 

These define polynoITlials in x and z which can be Taylor-series-expanded 

in y. 

Also let F 1 

F2 

F3 

== 2 tan -1V/rr 
c 

== Z (tan -1V -V }/rr 
c c 

== 2 {tan- 1V - v'/z 
c c 

and 

2 2 
[V + 21v + 1]} . lIT 

c C 
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Then we get the following 1!residues 11 with 1T -- F. in the residue theorem: 
1 

Residue 
Parameter (Y=-Yi) 

B2 T 2
B

{-yi ) F1 

B3 
'BI 

-g3 T 3 (-Y3)F2 

Y1 T
1

Y(-y
1

) F1 

y l 
Y2 -T C-y)F 

221 

Y3 
gil 

+g3 T 3 (-Y3)F3 

g1 
. g' Tg

1
T

1 
(-y

1
)F

2 

g2 
gil 

- g2 T 2 (- Y 2) F 3 

g3 
gl . 

'~T3 (-Y3)F 1 

. Prime denotes a /a Yo 

Residue 
(y=- yi) 

T
2

B
(+y

i
)F

1 
BI 

+g3 T c (+Y3)F2 

T 1
Y(+Y1)F 1 

(V-d) 

The B 1 term deserves extra effort. since it requires integration by 

parts as explained aboveo 

. c. -1. -1 
Y { '1 Iy ebB 1 (y) tan U +·tan U.J dy = 

where· 

\,.. 
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As above. we neglect the pole at - y 1 in ,integrating over +yand vice versa, 

and arrive at two contributions: 

where 

U 

I(y ) 0 (U) + r c I(y) dU/1+ U 2 , 
c c c lu 

c 

. "c (U c) = {tan -1[ (y c + Yl)1 g 11 - tan -1 [(Y c - Y i)1 g 11 } . 
y 

I (y) = So 0 B1 (y) d Y • 

Y 

I (-y)=s oB (-y) dy. 
o 1 

and we get two residue functions. one fo r each set of polE<~ (- Y l' i"Y 1)'· To do 

the integral of 0 B r we expand x(y) and 0 B 1 [x(y)] in a Taylor series. Also, 

to improve accuracy slight:1y, we take 

Then we get for the B 1 term 

[I(Yc ) "c(Uc ) +I(y1) F 1+g/ I"(Yl) F/2] 

where 1'1 (Y1) == OBi' (Y1)' To get I(Y1) we write 

OB
1

(y) == OB
1

(O) + OBi' y + (OB
1
"/2)y2, 

where 

OBI == So a (oB)/ax 1 
ds 

o B Ii -. S~ a 2/a x 2 
0 B + dyo a (?B}/ax 

1 

So :: d/dy x(O) 

dso = B z (xo ' o. zoVp 0 . dy 

(V-e) 
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oB1(y) " BO+ yB1 So + l [Bi So 1 + S/ B/Z] 

+ l [SO d!~BZJ + y4 [(:~O) . B/Z J 

. 2 [ 2']2 and I(y) ~ B Oy+(B 1s0)y /2 + B1S01+ So B2/2 Y /3 

(y" y 1) + [SQS<J 1 BZ] y4/4+ [So 1ZB/ Z ] y5/5. (V,~f) 

This approximation. checked against numerical computation. is perfect. 

yvhere 

ForI (y L a good approximation is 
c 

.' x 

I (y ,J ~ I (y 1)+(i c 0 B(x) ~/s~, 
1 

x ::: x(y ). xi ::: x(y). and S ::: lim dx/ dy(oo). c c 00 

To summarize, we have shown that the contribution from inhomogenei-

ties in all tf;. terms can be written as 
1 

where the Tills are obtained from (V-b), or for the B1 term, horn (V·~e) t'o,,, 

gerher with (V-f). 

From the trajectory functions· (no x. z dependence) we can ca.1.culate 

x(y.)andz(y.) to good accuracy from 
1. 1. 

x(Yi) ~ Xo + So Yi + M (Yi)/P 0 

z (y i) - z 0 + A 0 Yi . 

To the accuracy needed (x,z to O.25-in.). SO,A
O

' z00 andPO'~1 can be in~ 
fer red from the input data. so x(y) is a linear function of input data [M (y i) 

are consrantB, calculated only once in the experiment] . 

For an iterative procedu-re (though this should not be necessaryHlII-k) 

with· Po ~ POu ca,n be used for a slightly better approximation to x(y). Also, 

J B can be written as a sum of residues and inserted in (III-n) for a better 
x 

J 
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approximation to the z trajectory. 

For nonnegligible dip angles (> 0.03) all residue functions must be re-

'" placed by: 

c 

dx / . dx a T + dz a T 
T' (y) = dy a T a x ->- dy a x dy a-;-. 

FiguresV-1 through V-3 show the results (in 0.10/0 of the central line 

integral) of residues plus cutoff versus numerical integration in determining 

these corrections due to inhomogeneity. Evidently the calculation is reliable 

to 0.050/0. 

/ 
! 
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Fig. V-1. Plot of the numerical integral of the inhomogeneities in 
0.1 % of the central line integral for random tracks; the ordinate 
has y c =: 70 in.; the abscissa has y =: 40 in. This shows that the 
choice of a cutoff does not affect th~ actual value of the integral, 
and so the only problem is to find a good approximation to the 
numerical integral by the residue technique. 
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Fig. V -2. (a) Integral of B z inhomogeneity by the method of 
residues (ordinate) versus numerical integration (abscissa). 
(b) Numerical integral r~ (dx/ds) B (y)dy(ordinate) versus 
integral by residues (abscissa) in units of 0.10/0 of the central 
line integral. 
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Fig. V-3. Plots of residue (abscissa) versus numerical (ordinate) 
integration of in~()mogenei.ties due to lJJ , lJJ 2 , and .lJJ 3 ·. Y c is 
chosen to be 40 In. and uruts are O.1%ot centralhne lntegral. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mISSIon, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 

or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or fo~ damages resulting from the use of any infor

mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 




